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Wintry Greetings ...From Fruit Ridge Avenue ....
Some Folks recorded some very low-Temps early this morning .... like
minus-17*F.... Thats too cold for some stuff I'm afraid.
Last Week... at Acme Michigan ...the N.W.M.O.& V.Show.... at the
Grand Traverse Resort & Spa Conference Center ..... Very Good. Great
Meetings ....
....the '''Redox University''' was very good....Excellent actually. It's always
cool ...very gratifying.... when a really sharp Grower-Pal comes up
afterward and says....'''I am really glad I came.'''
The Speakers were great ...the Information was great .....
This Redox story is so very ''Front-Edge-Science'' .... It's so cool to see so
many Young Growers really getting their heads around it.
Yes...Thank You for your FeedBack and nice words and
comments..... Referencing the Jeff Alicandro ''agr.news'' issues that I
recently Forwarded to you Apples Guys.
...and Yes I do agree with Alicandro almost all the time.
...and Yes we are working on Jeff to look at Redox seriously... which he
will be doing. But ....
It will likely be 3-4 years before he can convince himself to '''Stop-theBleeding''' and completely stop all of the traditional N-P-K-PlusMicrostype conventional Granular Program that we have all been doing because
GreatGrandDad and GrandPa and Dad all did it that way..... But I believe
Jeff will eventually Stop-the-Bleeding and do all Redox.... and his
Disciples will follow.
Disagree with Jeff....??? Me...????
Very seldom.... but Yes... Jeff used to mention 'Global-Warming' ...now
called 'Climate-Change' ... We don't necessarily agree on the details of
that ....
So....Here's the thing .... My Opinion ....
Climate Change is indeed for real ...has been for at least 6000 years ... It
is Cyclical, and no real Scientist are predicting that to change.
So... I just recently read where 30,000 real-deal-Scientists stepped
forward in a unified front to assure us that the 'Man-Made-GlobalWarming' Concept is indeed a big Hoax. From its origin, it has always
been a scheme of deception to get all of Us to feel guilty and to pay money
for changes. It is a scam..... Always has been a Scam.
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.....just my Opinion.
One huge thing Alicandro and I always agree on ..... ''Bombay
Sapphire'' ...absolutely always the Best.
And Yup..... Today is indeed Dr. Martin Luther King Day .... He
was a very positive moral influence on huge Multitudes of caring
Americans ....
Did you know that M.L.K.s Dad was actually Rev. Michael King...???
But after a trip to Germany where he learned all about the great
Reformer Martin Luther, he came home and changed his name and
the name of his eldest son to ''Martin Luther King'' ....that was in
1934.... Pretty interesting I thought.
Hoping You All have a Blessed Week ......r

